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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of reactive power control, and in particular to methods and means for
improving regulation of a reactive power compensator, such as a Static VAR Compensator, of a power network.

Background of the invention

[0002] Reactive power control can be used to optimize reactive power flow within an electric power network, denoted
power network in the following. A Static VAR (Volt-Ampere Reactive) Compensator (SVC) is a device frequently used
within such power networks for combating disturbances within the network by means of reactive power. The SVC
counteracts voltage drops in the power network by providing reactive power and is often able to handle overvoltages by
absorbing reactive power. In short, the SVC works to maintain the voltage of the power system by adjusting the reactive
power flow, as the reactive power is a great factor of voltage fluctuations in the power network.
[0003] To this end, the typical SVC comprises a bank of thyristor-switched capacitors, harmonic filters and thyristor-
controlled inductive elements, also denoted reactors. These components of the SVC are controlled so as to provide the
desired reactive power. In particular, if the power network’s reactive demand is capacitive (leading) the SVC uses the
reactors to consume VARs from the network, thereby lowering the system voltage. If the power network’s reactive
demand is inductive (lagging) the capacitor banks are used for supplying VARs to the power network, thereby increasing
the power network voltage.
[0004] The SVC comprises a control system for controlling the above-described functions. The control system is most
often of a PI (proportional-integral) type, or just of I-regulator type. A voltage in the power network is measured at some
point by means of a suitable voltage-detecting device. The measured voltage is compared to a set reference voltage,
and the control system outputs a reactive power control signal commanding the SVC to provide or absorb reactive power
in dependence on the power network need, which, somewhat simplified, is determined in dependence on the difference
between the measured voltage and the set reference voltage.

Summary of the invention

[0005] The effect of the SVC on the power network voltage is the voltage share between the power network impedance
and the SVC admittance, which is a non-linear relation. The network voltage sensitivity can be defined as voltage variation
due to SVC admittance variation. The voltage sensitivity to a change in admittance increases significantly when the
product of the power network impedance Z and SVC admittance Y increases. Most SVC installations have a product
Z*Y within the range of 0,05 to 0,1. For Z*Y within this range, the voltage sensitivity can be considered constant and
thereby totally determined by the network impedance Z. However, recently some SVCs have become larger and this
simplification is no longer valid.
[0006] In view of the above, it is an object of the invention to provide a control device for controlling a reactive power
compensator of a power network, wherein the above shortcomings are overcome or at least alleviated.
[0007] It is a particular object of the invention to provide a control device for controlling a reactive power compensator
of a power network, having a control speed that is independent of the point of operation of the reactive power compensator.
[0008] This object, among others, is achieved by a control device for controlling a reactive power compensator of a
power network, as claimed in the independent claims.
[0009] In accordance with the invention, a control device for controlling a reactive power compensator connected to
an electric power network is provided. The reactive power compensator is arranged to provide reactive power to the
electric power network. The control device comprises a voltage regulator that outputs a control signal to the reactive
power compensator for controlling its suseptance to the electric power network. The control device is characterized by
that it comprises a gain-adjusting device arranged to adjust the gain of the voltage regulator relative to the point of
operation of the reactive power compensator. The control device in accordance with the invention has a constant control
speed irrespective of the point of operation of the reactive power compensator and for some cases even irrespective of
power network strength. By means of the invention, a stable and fast control performance is thus provided.
[0010] In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, the gain-adjusting device is arranged to adjust the gain of
the voltage regulator by multiplying the gain of the reactive power compensator with an adjustment term derived from
an equation for a gain of the electric power network. In accordance with another embodiment of the invention, this is
performed in every regulation cycle performed by the control device. The control speed is thereby constant irrespective
of point of operation of the reactive power compensator.
[0011] In accordance with still another embodiment of the invention, the gain of the electric power network is calculated
by means of the equation:
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wherein Xnet is the reactance of the electric power network seen as a Thevenin equivalent, VSVC is a voltage at the
terminals of the reactive power compensator, Vnet is the power network voltage seen as a Thevenin equivalent and BSVC
is the susceptance of the reactive power compensator. In accordance with yet another embodiment of the invention, the
gain-adjusting device is arranged to adjust the gain of the voltage regulator by multiplying the above equation by (1+
XnetBSVC)2. This provides a constant response irrespective of point of operation of the reactive power compensator.
[0012] The invention also relates to a corresponding method, a reactive power compensator, and computer program
products whereby advantages corresponding to the above are achieved.
[0013] Further features and advantages will become clear upon reading the following description together with the
appended figures.

Brief description of the drawings

[0014]

Figure 1 illustrates schematically an SVC in accordance with the present invention.

Figure 2 illustrates the control device of the SVC of figure 1 in more detail.

Figure 3 illustrates the control device of the SVC of figure 2 with a feature added.

Figure 4 illustrates changing requirements put on an SVC.

Figure 5 illustrates a network seen as a Thevenin equivalent.

Figures 6a and 6b illustrate simulations results of a control device implementing the invention.

Figure 7 illustrates a computer controlling the SVC of figure 1.

Detailed description of embodiments of the invention

[0015] Figure 1 illustrates schematically a reactive power compensator in accordance with the present invention, in
the following exemplified by an SVC 1. The SVC 1 is connected to a power network 2, most often via a power transformer
3 being a part of the SVC 1. It is noted that in some cases, there is no need for the power transformer 3. In line with the
prior art SVC described in the introductory part, the SVC 1 comprises a device 5 for providing variable inductive and
capacitive susceptance. The device 5 may for example comprise, among other components, a bank of thyristor-switched
capacitors, harmonic filters and thyristor-controlled reactors.
[0016] The SVC 1 further comprises a control device 4 for regulating the suspectance input to the power network 2.
Briefly, the control device 4 outputs a control signal Bref based on a set reference voltage Vref of the power network 2
and an actual voltage VSVC measured in the power network 2, the measured voltage being provided by means of any
suitable voltage-detecting device (indicated by a dashed line in the figure 1), for example a potential transformer. The
reactive power output from the SVC 1 is then set in dependence on the difference between the measured voltage VSVC
and the set reference voltage Vref in an effort to eliminate the difference.
[0017] Figure 2 illustrates the control device 4 of the SVC 1 illustrated in figure 1 in some more detail. The voltage
VSVC measured at some point in the power network 2 and a set reference voltage Vref are both supplied to a difference-
forming device 6, which calculates the difference ΔV between the input signals. The voltage Vsvc is preferably low-pass
filtered in a low-pass filter device 7 and possibly otherwise processed before input to the difference-forming device 6.
This difference, or error signal, is input to a gain-adjusting device 12, to be described more in detail later. The output
from the gain-adjusting device 12 is input to a voltage regulator 11, denoted PI-regulator in the following and being
surrounded in figure 2 by solid lines.
[0018] The PI-regulator 11 comprises a proportional gain device 8 and an integral gain device 9. In conventional
manner, the integral gain device computes the integral of the difference ΔV and multiplies it with an integral gain K2 and
inputs the result to a summing device 10, also part of the PI-regulator 11. The proportional gain device 8 computes the
product of a proportional gain constant K1 and the difference ΔV. The output from the summing device 10 is thus the
proportional gain K1 times the magnitude of ΔV plus the integral gain K2 times the integral of ΔV. The output from the
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summing device 10 is denoted Bref and constitutes a control signal to the SVC 1, whereupon the SVC 1, by means of
the device 5 for altering the SVC 1 admittance, accordingly varies the susceptance to the power network 2, as described
earlier.
[0019] A network gain 13 is also illustrated in figure 2 and represents the network response to the susceptance input
thereto, the suceptance input being based on the control signal Bref. In particular, the actual power network 2 response
VSVC to this input susceptance is determined by the power network impedance Znet. VSVC, the voltage at the point of
common connection (pcc) for the power network 2 and the SVC 1, is thus given by the multiplication of the SVC 1
susceptance BSVC and power network gain. As illustrated in figure 2, a representative voltage Vnet of the power network
is then added to this network response to a change in susceptance. The regulator function of the control device 4 is
repeated until ΔV equals zero, i.e. until there is no difference, or sufficiently small difference, between the set reference
voltage Vref and the measured voltage VSVC.
[0020] The determination also takes into account some time delays occurring due to switching times of thyristors etc.,
which in the figure is illustrated by a box 15 and time delay function e-ST. In particular, the illustrated pure time delay
represents the delays due to waiting times for the correct point of waves for firing the thyristors. The output of the element
15 is the actual SVC susceptance.
[0021] The relationship between the network gain 13 and the gain adjustment device 12 will be described more in
detail later. Briefly, the power network response to the input susceptance is modelled by a more accurate equation
(equation 8), and the gain adjustment device 12 adjusts the control device gain in dependence thereon (adjustment
defined in equation 9).
[0022] The control device 4 may comprise further steps conventionally performed, but not described above. For ex-
ample, the transformations between different reference systems, a particular example being the transformation of meas-
ured three-phase voltages into rotating two-phase reference system and voltage sequence derivation. The measured
voltage is conventionally supplied to the difference-forming device 6 after being processed mathematically, e.g. an
absolute value of the positive sequence voltage being calculated. Further, the output Bref from the summing device 10
is preferably processed in known manner for providing triggering orders to the thyristor valves and other components
of the SVC 1. All these examples can be executed in accordance with the prior art and is not part of the invention.
[0023] The control device 4 may be implemented as software executed on a processing means, such as a computer
or microprocessor. Figure 3 illustrates an additional feature of the control device 4 of figure 2. From a control-engineering
point of view, it is beneficial if the network reactance Xnet, or equivalently the susceptance Bnet, varies reasonably much,
and preferably as little as possible. Figure 3 illustrates one way of having the reactance Xnet appearing to be less varying.
In particular, a fictitious reactance Xfictious is added to the actual network reactance Xnet. By choosing Xfictious suitably,
and specifically large enough, the sum Xfictious + Xnet appears to vary less than Xnet. The above-described control device
4 is then provided with an additional feedback, illustrated by K3 and reference numeral 18, for handling the fictitious
reactance Xfictious. The output from the PI-regulator 11 is supplied to a difference-forming device 17 together with the
output from gain adjustment device 12. The output from the difference-forming device 17 is input to the PI-regulator 11.
The fictitious reactance Xfictious is thereby easily handled by a few additional processing operations.
[0024] It is noted that in order to have a stable and fast control performance of the PI-regulator 11, it is necessary to
have a constant total gain, i.e. power network gain * PI-regulator gain = constant. The invention provides a way of
accomplishing this.
[0025] With reference now to figures 4 and 5, the function of the network gain 13 is described more in detail in the
following.
[0026] Generally, the SVC 1 can be seen, from a fundamental frequency point of view, as a variable admittance YSVC,
see figure 5. Its effect on the power network voltage VSVC is directly the voltage share between the power network
impedance Znet, seen as a Thevenin equivalent, and the SVC admittance YSVC. It can be expressed by the equation

where VSVC is the voltage at the terminals of the SVC,
Vnet is the power network voltage seen as a Thevenin equivalent,
YSVC is the SVC admittance,
ZSVC is the SVC impedance, and
Znet is the power network impedance as seen in a Thevenin equivalent.
[0027] The network gain can now be calculated as: 
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, where YSVC is the SVC admittance.
[0028] This is a non-linear relation between the power network voltage sensitivity and the SVC admittance YSVC. From
the above equation (2) it can be seen that the voltage sensitivity to the change in YSVC increases significantly when the
term ZSVC*YSVC increases.
[0029] When the SVC 1 rating is small compared to the power network 2 short circuit capacity, the product ZSVC*YSVC
can be neglected, and the SCV gain dVSVC/dYSVC can be seen as a constant. As mentioned, for the prior art SVC
installations having a product ZSVC*YSVC not exceeding 0,1, the voltage sensitivity can be assumed constant and thereby
totally determined by the power network impedance Znet. However, as also mentioned earlier, recently some SVCs have
become larger and then this assumption is no longer valid.
[0030] Figure 4 illustrates the above described. In particular, the network voltage VSVC is illustrated as a function of
the provided SVC reactance XSVC. Prior art SVCs having ratings lying between X2 and X1 have a comparatively constant
slope, which, in line with the above, is equivalent of saying that the voltage response to a change in SVC reactance Xsvc
can be considered constant. However, for an SVC having a rating lying between X3 and X1 the assumption of constant
voltage sensitivity no longer holds.
[0031] The inventor of the present invention has foreseen possible problems that may occur due to the above. For
example, in a power network the response time should be as fast as possible, for example 40 ms in a strong power
network. In case the control device is tuned to this speed for a small step, close to the inductive limit in the strong system,
it becomes unstable for a step at its capacitive limit in a weak power network.
[0032] As mentioned, figure 5 illustrates the Thevenin equivalent for the power network 2. The above equations (1)
and (2) can be rewritten as (for simplicity, the reactance X is used instead of the impedance Z): 

[0033] Ignoring the fact that XSVC can be negative or positive depending on whether the power network’s reactive

load is capacitive (leading) or inductive (lagging), and replacing the reactance XSVC with the equivalent susceptance

 we have: 

[0034] The gain of the SVC 1 is then: 

[0035] For the earlier described prior art SVCs, it could be assumed that BSVC << Xnet. Then: 

wherein the term XnetBSVC = ε is close to zero and has therefore been neglected in the prior art.
[0036] Thus, the gain of the prior art SVC is 
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[0037] However, as described earlier, the assumption of BSVC << Xnet becomes invalid when BSVC becomes large,
which as an example, could be approximately when BSVC > 10% of Xnet. This can also be expressed as SVC ratings
becoming large in comparison to the power network short circuit power.
[0038] For such SVC ratings, the point of operation BSVC, also denoted working point, of the SVC 1 can no longer be
neglected. When BSVC < Xnet we have: 

[0039] In accordance with the invention, the earlier neglected term XnetBSVC is taken into considering in regulation
scheme of the control device 4. Thereby a more accurate control is obtained, whereby the foreseen problems are at
least alleviated or even eliminated.
[0040] In particular, the voltage sensitivity is, in contrast to prior art solutions, not considered as a constant, but as
varying in dependence on the point of operation of the SVC.
[0041] The network gain is taken into account in the control device 4, and more specifically in the gain-adjusting device
12. In accordance with the invention, the PI-regulator 11 gain is multiplied with the network gain in every time step. That
is, multiplied with the inverse of the denominator of equation (8) in every time step. The PI-regulator 11 gain is thus
multiplied with: 

[0042] Then: 

[0043] Thereby, the PI-regulator 11 gain multiplied with the power network gain can be considered to be constant
irrespective of point of operation.
[0044] In the software implementation of the control device 4, the above equations may be implemented in conventional
manner. For example, ΔVSVC can be obtained from values of VSVC in successive regulation cycles, VSVC(m) and
VSVC(m+1).
[0045] Figures 6a and 6b illustrate simulations results of a control device 4 in which the present invention is implemented.
Figure 6a illustrates a 2% voltage change in a weak power network. Figure 6b illustrate a 2% voltage change in a strong
power network. The figures thus show that an almost constant response is obtained in dependence on the power network
strength (short circuit strength) and irrespective of SVC operating point (BSVC) by means of the invention. If Xnet is
measured and known, then the invention provides a way of providing a constant response also irrespective of power
network strength.
[0046] In an alternative embodiment of the invention, and with reference again to figure 4, the function Vnet(XSVC)
within the interval X3 to X1, i.e. within the working area of the SVC 1, may be divided into a number of piecewise linear
functions. That is, within sub-intervals of the interval X3 to X1, the function is approximated to be linear. Each such linear
function can then be approximated as being constant, in line with the prior art. Depending on point of operation of the
SVC 1 a suitable linear function is used by the network gain 13. As above, the gain of the PI-regulator 11 is adjusted
relative to the point of operation of the SVC.
[0047] The invention also provides methods for controlling a reactive power compensator, such as the SVC 1, connected
to an electric power network 2 by means of the described control device 4. The SVC 1 is arranged to provide reactive
power to the electric power network 2. The control device 4 comprises a voltage regulator, such as the PI-regulator 11,
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that outputs a control signal to the SVC 1 for controlling the supply of reactive power to or absorption of reactive power
from the electric power network 2. The method comprises the step of adjusting, by means of a network gain calculating
device 13 of the control device 4, a gain of the PI-regulator 11 relative to the point of operation of the SVC 1.
[0048] In particular, the step of adjusting the gain of the PI-regulator 11 comprises the multiplication of the gain of the
SVC 1 with an adjustment term as defined in equation (9), i.e. by the expression (1+XnetBSVC)2. In an embodiment, this
is performed in every regulation cycle performed by the control device 4.
[0049] When implementing the method, the network gain is estimated by means of the equation: 

wherein
[0050] Xnet, Vnet, VSVC and BSVC are as described earlier.
[0051] Further, the gain of the voltage regulator 11 is adjusted, in the gain-adjusting device 12, by multiplying the
above equation (8) with (1+XnetBSVC)2.
[0052] In conventional manner, the method aims at eliminating any differences between a voltage Vsvc sensed in the
electric power network 2 and a set reference voltage Vref, and is thus repeated until sufficient accuracy is obtained.
[0053] The invention also provides a reactive power compensator, such as the SVC 1, comprising a control device 4
as described.
[0054] Further yet, with reference to figure 7, the invention provides a computer program product 21 loadable into the
internal memory of a computer 20 that controls a reactive power compensator, such as the SVC 1. The computer program
product 21 comprises software code portions for carrying out the method as described above, when it is run on the
computer 20. The computer program product 21 can be stored on a computer readable storage medium 22, comprising
computer readable program code means for causing the computer 20 of the SVC 1 to carry out the method as described.
[0055] In summary, the present invention is based on the realization that regulation problems of an SVC may be
encountered as the rating of the SVC increases. When the SVC becomes large, the slope reactance becomes smaller
than one third of the power network and it starts to become insignificant for the stability of the SVC regulator. Further,
the assumption that the network gain is constant becomes invalid. The combination SVC and power network acts more
and more like a series resonance circuit. In accordance with the invention, the voltage regulator gain is multiplied, in
every time step, with an adjustment term derived from an equation for the network gain. Thereby a control device having
a constant control speed is obtained irrespective of point of operation of the SVC and irrespective of the power network
strength.

Claims

1. A control device (4) adapted to control a reactive power compensator (1) connected to an electric power network
(2) and arranged to provide reactive power to said electric power network (2), said control device (4) comprising a
voltage regulator (11) outputting a control signal to said reactive power compensator (1) for controlling its susceptance
to said electric power network (2), characterized in that said control device (4) comprises a gain-adjusting device
(12) arranged to adjust the gain of said voltage regulator (11) relative to the point of operation of said reactive power
compensator (1) by multiplying the gain of the reactive power compensator (1) with an adjustment term equalling
(1+XnetBSVC)2, wherein Xnet is the reactance of the electric power network (2) seen as a Thevenin equivalent and
BSVC is the susceptance of the reactive power compensator (1).

2. The control device (4) as claimed in claim 1, wherein said gain-adjusting device (12) is arranged to adjust the gain
of said voltage regulator (11) by multiplying said gain of said reactive power compensator (1) with said adjustment
term in every regulation cycle performed by said control device (4).

3. The control device (4) as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein said gain of said electric power network (2) is calculated
by means of the equation: 
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wherein
Xnet is the reactance of said electric power network (2) seen as a Thevenin equivalent,
Vnet is the power network voltage seen as a Thevenin equivalent,
VSVC is a voltage at the terminals of said reactive power compensator (1), and
BSVC is the susceptance of said reactive power compensator (1).

4. The control device (4) as claimed in any of the preceding claims, wherein said voltage regulator (11) comprises
means (18) for handling a fictitious reactance added to an actual network reactance, whereby the network reactance
appears to be less varying.

5. A method for controlling, by means of a control device (4), a reactive power compensator (1) connected to an electric
power network (2) and arranged to provide reactive power to said electric power network (2), said control device
(4) comprising a voltage regulator (11) outputting a control signal to said reactive power compensator (1) for controlling
its supply of susceptance to said electric power network (2), characterized by the steps of:

- adjusting, by means of a gain-adjusting device (12) of said control device (4), a gain of said voltage regulator
(11) relative to the point of operation of said reactive power compensator (1), by multiplying the gain of the
reactive power compensator (1) with an adjustment term equalling (1+XnetBSVC)2, wherein Xnet is the reactance
of the electric power network (2) seen as a Thevenin equivalent and Bsvc is the susceptance of the reactive
power compensator (1) .

6. The method as claimed in claim 5, wherein said gain of said voltage regulator (11) is adjusted by multiplying said
gain of said reactive power compensator (1) with said adjustment term in every regulation cycle performed by said
control device (4).

7. The method as claimed in claim 5 or 6, wherein said gain of said electric power network (2) is calculated by means
of the equation: 

wherein
Xnet is the reactance of said electric power network (2) seen as a Thevenin equivalent,
Vnet is a voltage of said electric power network (2) seen as a Thevenin equivalent,
Vsvc is a voltage at the terminals of said reactive power compensator (1), and
Bsvc is the susceptance of said reactive power compensator (1).

8. A reactive power compensator (1) comprising a control device (4) as claimed in any of claims 1-4.

9. A computer program product (21) loadable into the internal memory of a computer (20) controlling a reactive power
compensator (1), comprising software code portions for carrying out the method as claimed in any of claims 5-7
when said product is run on said computer (20).

10. A computer program product (21) stored on a computer readable storage medium (22), comprising computer readable
program code means for causing a computer (20) of a reactive power compensator (1) to carry out the method as
claimed in any of claims 5-7.

Patentansprüche

1. Steuereinrichtung (4), die ausgelegt ist zum Steuern eines Blindleistungskompensators (1), der an ein elektrisches
Stromnetz (2) angeschlossen und ausgelegt ist zum Liefern von Blindleistung an das elektrische Stromnetz (2),
wobei die Steuereinrichtung (4) einen Spannungsregler (11) umfasst, der ein Steuersignal an den Blindleistungs-
kompensator (1) zum Steuern seiner Suszeptanz gegenüber dem elektrischen Stromnetz (2) ausgibt, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Steuereinrichtung (4) eine Verstärkungsjustiereinrichtung (12) umfasst, die ausgelegt
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ist zum Justieren der Verstärkung des Spannungsreglers (11) relativ zum Arbeitspunkt des Blindleistungskompen-
sators (1) durch Multiplizieren der Verstärkung des Blindleistungskompensators (1) mit einem Justierterm gleich
(1+XnetBSVC)2, wobei Xnet die Reaktanz des elektrischen Stromnetzes (2) ist, gesehen als ein Thevenin-Äquivalent,
und BSVC die Suszeptanz des Blindleistungskompensators (1) ist.

2. Steuereinrichtung (4) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Vestärkungsjustiereinrichtung (12) ausgelegt ist zum Justieren
der Verstärkung des Spannungsreglers (11) durch Multiplizieren der Verstärkung des Blindleistungskompensators
(1) mit dem Justierterm in jedem durch die Steuereinrichtung (4) durchgeführten Regelzyklus.

3. Steuereinrichtung (4) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Verstärkung des elektrischen Stromnetzes (2) berechnet
wird mit Hilfe der Gleichung 

wobei
Xnet die Reaktanz des elektrischen Stromnetzes (2) ist, gesehen als ein Thevenin-Äquivalent,
Vnet die Stromnetzspannung ist, gesehen als ein Thevenin-Äquivalent,
VSVC eine Spannung an den Anschlüssen des Blindleistungskompensators (1) ist und
BSVC die Suszeptanz des Blindleistungskompensators (1) ist.

4. Steuereinrichtung (4) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Spannungsregler (11) Mittel (18)
umfasst zum Handhaben einer zu einer tatsächlichen Netzreaktanz hinzugefügten fiktiven Reaktanz, wodurch die
Netzreaktanz weniger zu variieren scheint.

5. Verfahren zum Steuern, mit Hilfe einer Steuereinrichtung (4), eines Blindleistungskompensators (1), der an ein
elektrisches Stromnetz (2) angeschlossen und ausgelegt ist zum Liefern von Blindleistung an das elektrische Strom-
netz (2), wobei die Steuereinrichtung (4) einen Spannungsregler (11) umfasst, der ein Steuersignal an den Blind-
leistungskompensator (1) zum Steuern seiner Suszeptanzlieferung gegenüber dem elektrischen Stromnetz (2) aus-
gibt, gekennzeichnet durch die folgenden Schritte:

- Justieren, mit Hilfe einer Verstärkungsjustiereinrichtung (12) der Steuereinrichtung (4), einer Verstärkung des
Spannungsreglers (11) relativ zum Arbeitspunkt des Blindleistungskompensators (1) durch Multiplizieren der
Verstärkung des Blindleistungskompensators (1) mit einem Justierterm gleich (1+XnetBSVC)2, wobei Xnet die
Reaktanz des elektrischen Stromnetzes (2) ist, gesehen als ein Thevenin-Äquivalent, und BSVC die Suszeptanz
des Blindleistungskompensators (1) ist.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Verstärkung des Spannungsreglers (11) justiert wird durch Multiplizieren der
Verstärkung des Blindleistungskompensators (1) mit dem Justierterm in jedem durch die Steuereinrichtung (4)
durchgeführten Regelzyklus.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5 oder 6, wobei die Verstärkung des elektrischen Stromnetzes (2) berechnet wird mit
Hilfe der Gleichung 

wobei
Xnet die Reaktanz des elektrischen Stromnetzes (2) ist, gesehen als ein Thevenin-Äquivalent,
Vnet eine Spannung des elektrischen Stromnetzes (2) ist, gesehen als ein Thevenin-Äquivalent,
VSVC eine Spannung an den Anschlüssen des Blindleistungskompensators (1) ist und
BSVC die Suszeptanz des Blindleistungskompensators (1) ist.
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8. Blindleistungskompensator (1), der eine Steuereinrichtung (4) nach einem der Ansprüche 1-4 umfasst.

9. Computerprogrammprodukt (21), das in den internen Speicher eines Computers (20) geladen werden kann, einen
Blindleistungskompensator (1) steuernd, umfassend Softwarecodeabschnitte zum Ausführen des Verfahrens nach
einem der Ansprüche 5-7, wenn das Produkt auf dem Computer (20) läuft.

10. Computerprogrammprodukt (21), das auf einem computerlesbaren Speichermedium (22) gespeichert ist, umfassend
computerlesbare Programmcodemittel, um zu bewirken, dass ein Computer (20) eines Blindleistungskompensators
(1) das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 5-7 ausführt.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de commande (4) adapté de façon à commander un compensateur de puissance réactive (1) connecté
à un réseau d’énergie électrique (2) et agencé de façon à fournir une puissance réactive audit réseau d’énergie
électrique (2), ledit dispositif de commande (4) comprenant un régulateur de tension (11) fournissant un signal de
commande audit compensateur de puissance réactive (1) pour contrôler sa susceptance audit réseau d’énergie
électrique (2), caractérisé en ce que ledit dispositif de commande (4) comprend un dispositif de réglage de gain
(12) agencé de façon à régler le gain dudit régulateur de tension (11) par rapport au point de fonctionnement dudit
compensateur de puissance réactive (1) en multipliant le gain du compensateur de puissance réactive (1) avec un
terme de réglage égal à (1 + XnetBSVC)2, Xnet étant la réactance du réseau d’énergie électrique (2) vue comme un
équivalent de Thévenin et BSVC étant la susceptance du compensateur de puissance réactive (1).

2. Dispositif de commande (4) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit dispositif de réglage de gain (12) est agencé
de façon à régler le gain dudit régulateur de tension (11) en multipliant ledit gain dudit compensateur de puissance
réactive (1) avec ledit terme de réglage dans chaque cycle de régulation exécuté par ledit dispositif de commande (4).

3. Dispositif de commande (4) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel ledit gain dudit réseau d’énergie électrique
(2) est calculé au moyen de l’équation suivante : 

dans laquelle
Xnet est la réactance dudit réseau d’énergie électrique (2) vue comme un équivalent de Thévenin,
Vnet est la tension du réseau d’énergie vue comme un équivalent de Thévenin,
VSVC est une tension aux bornes dudit compensateur de puissance réactive (1), et
BSVC est la susceptance dudit compensateur de puissance réactive (1).

4. Dispositif de commande (4) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le régulateur de
tension (11) comprend un moyen (18) pour manipuler une réactance fictive ajoutée à une réactance réelle du réseau,
comme quoi la réactance du réseau semble être moins variable.

5. Procédé pour commander, au moyen d’un dispositif de commande (4), un compensateur de puissance réactive (1)
connecté à un réseau d’énergie électrique (2) et agencé de façon à fournir une puissance réactive audit réseau
d’énergie électrique (2), ledit dispositif de commande (4) comprenant un régulateur de tension (11) fournissant un
signal de commande audit compensateur de puissance réactive (1) pour contrôler son alimentation de susceptance
audit réseau d’énergie électrique (2), caractérisé par les étapes consistant à :

- régler, au moyen d’un dispositif de réglage de gain (12) dudit dispositif de commande (4), un gain dudit
régulateur de tension (11) par rapport au point de fonctionnement dudit compensateur de puissance réactive
(1), en multipliant le gain du compensateur de puissance réactive (1) avec un terme de réglage égal à (1 +
XnetBSVC)2, Xnet étant la réactance du réseau d’énergie électrique (2) vue comme un équivalent de Thévenin
et BSVC étant la susceptance du compensateur de puissance réactive (1).

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel ledit gain dudit régulateur de tension (11) est réglé en multipliant ledit
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gain dudit compensateur de puissance réactive (1) avec ledit terme de réglage dans chaque cycle de régulation
exécuté par ledit dispositif de commande (4).

7. Procédé selon la revendication 5 ou 6, dans lequel ledit gain dudit réseau d’énergie électrique (2) est calculé au
moyen de l’équation suivante : 

dans laquelle
Xnet est la réactance dudit réseau d’énergie électrique (2) vue comme un équivalent de Thévenin,
Vnet est une tension dudit réseau d’énergie (2) vue comme un équivalent de Thévenin,
Vsvc est une tension aux bornes dudit compensateur de puissance réactive (1), et
BSVC est la susceptance dudit compensateur de puissance réactive (1).

8. Compensateur de puissance réactive (1) comprenant un dispositif de commande (4) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 4.

9. Produit programme informatique (21) pouvant être chargé dans la mémoire interne d’un ordinateur (20) commandant
un compensateur de puissance réactive (1), comprenant des parties de code de logiciel pour exécuter le procédé
selon l’une quelconque des revendications 5 à 7 lorsque ledit produit est exécuté sur ledit ordinateur (20).

10. Produit programme informatique (21) stocké sur un support de stockage lisible par ordinateur (22), comprenant un
moyen code de programme lisible par ordinateur pour faire exécuter à un ordinateur (20) d’un compensateur de
puissance réactive (1) le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 5 à 7.
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